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This volume contains all the papers
presented at the FifthInternational
Geochemical Exploration Symposium
held in Vancouver. April 1974. and is
divided into eight sections: 1) General
Technical Session (7 papers).
2) Application of Statistical Techniques
(7 papers). 3) Primary Dispersion l(7
papers). 4) Primary Dispersion 11 (3
papers).5) Exploration in a Lateritic
Terrain (4 papers),6) Exploration in Hot
Desert and Tropical Terrain (6 papers).
7) Exploration in Glaciated Terrain (6
papers).8) Analytical Geochemistry
(5 papers).
The volume alsocontains a
welcoming address by Dr. D. H.
McLaren of theGeologicalSurvey,and a
keynote address entitled
"Environmental Problems of the
Exploration Geochemist" by Prof.J. S.
Webb of imperial College. London. The
latter contains examples from the
regional geochemical maps of England
and Wales, which constitutes the
backbone of the "Geochemical Atlas"
for those countries
There are a total of 15 papers
containing data collected within
Canada. 01these. probably the most
interesting are two involving the
distributionof metals in lake sediments

as relatedto mineralualion, and two
involvingthe sampling of basal or
lodaement till (as 0~00Sed
to surface
soii in areas df transported overburden
to determine the location of mineral
deposits.
The 10 papers on primary dispersion
provide some valuable data in this
rapidly expanding field. To date primary
dispersion (or bedrock geochemistry)
has been very largely ignored by
exploration geologists in favour of
sediment and soil analyses. With
advancement in the knowledge of the
dispersion characteristics of trace and
major metals in bedrock, this field is
rapidly expanding in its useto mineral
explwation. While there is still a large
gap in our knowledge of primary
dispersion, compared with secondary
dispersion, the 10 papers in this volume
provide some much needed data.
There alsoexists, within geochemical
exploration, quite a large gap between
those people undertaking exploration
and those employing statistical
methods.Taken as a whole, the
statistical section of this volume has not
done much to narrow this gap, although
several individual examples provide
valuable examples for exploration
geologists not statistically oriented.
The analytical section contains
several papers of direct interest to
practising exploration geochemists.
particularly on: controlling service
laboratoriesby submining standard
samples; correct treatment of samples
for gold assay (often a very critical
procedure):and background data on six
United States Geological Survey
standard samples.
All the papers areonoriginalworkand
the majority are of either a reasonable or
high standard, although several should
probably not have been printed in a
volume such as this.

The volume as a whole is of an
extremely high standard, the
re~rOd~CtiOn
is excellent and the lavout
isgood. It is, however, an extremel;
expensive volume and is probably only
wath purchasing for those people
involved directly in geochemical
exploration or research related to
this field.
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